
LANDING PAGE COPY FOR LEAD MAGNET

H1 Do you feel anxious and out of control?

H2 It’s exhausting isn’t it.

H3 The constant self-doubt. Fear of being judged. Questioning yourself like
you’re on trial. Always worrying about work, your kids, your health, your
looks, your finances.

PARAGRAPH I get it. Sometimes life feels like you’re a professional plate spinner! But the
truth is, there IS a way to feel calm, sleep better, have more energy-and feel
more in control.

You just need to make a few simple changes to your day.

That’s why I’ve created a 7 day email course to help you make these changes.
With ease. Think of my course like your best supportive friend-in your inbox
every day for a week.

PARAGRAPH

BOLD

What you get

Over the week you’ll receive:

● one email a day for 7 days
● my tips for how to make simple changes that make your life easier
● plenty of words of support and encouragement

Even if you don’t have time or headspace, try following my tips anyway. After
one week you’ll start to feel more relaxed and in control.

QUOTE

[Add more, short,
lead magnet
testimonials once

“Kate has helped me feel like I can control things and that I can make a difference and
that I can do something for myself.” – E

“The way Kate works you feel held. She's sympathetic, gentle and you feel she's got your
best interests at heart.” – L



you start
receiving them
for this offer]

FORM FIELDS First name

Email address

CALL-TO-ACTI
ON BUTTON
(CTA)

I WANT TO STOP FEELING ANXIOUS

OPTIONAL CTA BUTTON COPY TO TEST:

CALL-TO-AC
TION
BUTTON
(CTA)

I WANT TO FEEL RELAXED

CALL-TO-AC
TION
BUTTON
(CTA)

I WANT MORE ENERGY

CALL-TO-AC
TION
BUTTON
(CTA)

I WANT TO SLEEP BETTER

Notes for Kate:

Once they’ve submitted the form, the next page will be your trip wire page. But if your trip
wire content isn’t ready, and you haven’t written your trip wire page, here’s what to do
instead:

Create a different landing page which thanks them. On this page offer up to 3 (could be 1)
article to read. I suggest pointing them to articles that solve (or help with) the kinds of
problems they’re dealing with at crisis point time.


